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Introduction 
Boko Haram is an Islamic extremist group, originally 
based in Nigeria. The group is also active in Chad, 
Northern Cameroon, and Niger. The official Arabic 
name of the Boko Haram group is Jama'atu Ahlis Sunna 
Lidda'awati wal-Jihad: People of the Sunnah for 
Preaching, and Jihad Group. Yet, the group prefers to 
use Boko Haram as its name.  

The name ‘Boko Haram’ was obtained in Maiduguri (a 
city in Nigeria) where the group had its headquarters. 
Boko Haram is from the Hausa language (the Chadic 
language) and when it is loosely translated, it translates 
to ‘Western education is forbidden’.  

Due to its brevity, the media also preferred to use this name while referring to the group. 

The group began to emerge in 
2003, when a collection of like-
minded Islamists retreated to a 
remote area of the Northeast called 
Kanmma (the Northeast). In 
Kanmma, they violently clashed 
with authorities to win the 
domination of the region.1 

The majority of the world heard 
about the Boko Haram terrorist 
group after they kidnapped 276 
school girls from their dormitory 
in the town named Chilbok 

(Nigeria) in 2014. But in reality, they 
have been active for years, organizing attacks all around the country. 

Boko Haram must be considered in the context of Nigeria’s current conditions: it has the biggest 
economy, largest population, and greatest oil production in Africa. Yet, Nigeria’s long history of 
corruption has made Nigeria a country lacking development and infrastructure. Also, the division 
between the country’s North (mainly Muslims) and the country’s South (mainly Christians) is an 

                                                   
1 https://africacheck.org/factsheets/factsheet-explaining-nigerias-boko-haram-and-its-violent-insurgency/ 
 

Picture 2: A Nigerian soldier patrols in Northeastern Nigeria 
  
 
 

Picture 1: Map showing the division between Northern and 
Southern Nigeria. 
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important factor that must be understood to solve this conflict. Today, the North of the country is 
much less developed, in terms of education and economy, than the South due to its complex history, 
culture. 

 
Key Vocabulary  
Boko Haram: Boko Haram is an Islamic extremist group that emerged in Nigeria in 2002. The group 
believes that Western influence on the world is responsible for state failure, political corruption, 
underdevelopment, poverty, inequality, and injustice in Northern Nigeria. Thus, they consider Islamic 
revivalism as the only way to redemption.2   
 
Extremist Group: An extremist group is a group of individuals whose values, ideals, and beliefs fall 
far outside of what society considers normal. They are often associated with violent tactics to convey 
their points to outsiders; thus, many definitions may refer to these groups as 'violent extremist groups'. 
 
Islam: Islam is an Abrahamic monotheistic religious group teaching that there is only one God named 
Allah and Muhammad is the messenger of God.  
 
Sunnah: Sunnah is an Arabic word that translates as ‘way’ or ‘tradition’. In Islam Sunnah means ‘the 
way of Prophet’. The Sunnah is made up of the words and actions of Muhammad, the prophet 
of Islam. Sunnis believe Muhammad's life is a good model for them to follow in their own lives. 
 
Islamic puritanism: Strictness and austerity especially in matters of religion or conduct. 
 
Institutional capacity: UNDP defines institutional capacity as the capability of an institution to set and 
achieve social and economic goals, through knowledge, skills, systems, and institutions. While 
institutional capacity is often mentioned in development contexts and is well understood in general 
terms, it can be difficult to define in specific terms and in measurable ways. 
 
Insurgency: an active revolt or uprising. 
 
 
Focused Overview 
Since the terrorist group emerged in 2002, it has changed its ideological objective from advocating for 
Islamic puritanism in Northern Nigeria to creating an Islamic State in the region composed of West 
Africa and Lake Chad. Their uprising started as unorganized and unsophisticated, but soon, they 
evolved to become the ‘world’s deadliest terrorist organization’3.  
 
The main reason behind the Boko Haram insurgency is Nigeria’s weak institutional capacity of 
providing public goods and lack of proper governance. Without a proper institution of the country, 
authorities fail to organize actions and fight with rebel groups. Underdevelopment in Nigeria and the 
dichotomy between Westernization and Islamism are other reasons why this issue exists.  Dicephalic 
                                                   
2  Lere Amusan and Samuel Oyewole, “Boko Haram terrorism in Nigeria: A Reflection on the Failure of Democratic Containment,” Politeia, 33(1) 
(2014): 35-59. 
 
3 Institute for Economics and Peace, (2015). Global Terrorism Index. New York: IEP. 
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between authorities cause failure of organization and integrity. 
 
Boko Haram emerged as a nonconformist group under Muhammed Yusuf in 2002. The group 
confronted with Nigerian security forces between 2002 and 2009. In July 2009, their actions climaxed 
in the short-lived uprising under President Umaru Musa Yar Adua's administration.4 The short-lived 
uprising was brutally suppressed by the official security forces during which hundreds of Boko Haram 
members were murdered including founder Muhammed Yusuf. Yusuf Abubakar Shekau became the 
new leader of the organization. 
 
Under his administration Shekau transformed the group into an organization that adopted the strategy 
of terrorism and insurgency. In his period, Boko Haram targeted civilians by assassinations assaults, 
bombings, abductions, invasion of border communities and seizures and control of territory of 
Nigeria.5 

In 2010, Boko Haram increased its capacity and provided support for Al Qaida. The group also 
worked with the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) in 2015. According to the reports on the issue, 
members of. Boko Haram are being trained by members of Al Qaida. Rather than violations, they 
sourced weapons internationally from trans- Sahel trafficking groups which created serious damages 
in Nigeria and Cameroon. Some politicians provided support fort the terrorist group with the aim of 
gaining political advantage in their country. 

Overtime, the militant group diversified its funding sources by receiving funds from foreign terrorist 
groups, bank robbery, cattle rustling, drug trafficking, extortion, engagement in ‘front’ businesses, 
Boko Haram has made over 10 million US Dollars from kidnapping for ransom, such as the 276 
school girls who were kidnapped from their dormitory in Chilbok.  

Despite all negative events, Boko Haram's actions have been decreased in large amounts due to 
Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari, the Nigerian military’s counterinsurgency (COIN) 
operations, and the efforts of the Multinational Joint Task Force (MNJTF). Even though President 
Buhari’s administration claims that Boko Haram is ‘terribly degraded’, the groups prove their 
endurance and resilience. 

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 
Nigeria  
Boko Haram has started its actions in Nigeria and that is why Nigeria is the biggest major party 
involved in this issue. The country has been affected by violation caused by Boko Haram. It cannot 
solve the issue deeply due its lack of a strong army even though they developed themselves under the 
new president’s administration. The former president declared a state of emergency in 2012 however 
they failed to reduce the amount of attacks until 2015. The government of Nigeria deployed military 
forces to deal with the issue. 
 
Niger 
Niger has been at war with Boko Haram since 2013. The conflict has disrupted this poor country’s 
development, especially public finances, and destabilized the south east, the main scene of armed 
                                                   
4 Freedom Onuoha, “The Islamist challenge: Nigeria’s Boko Haram crisis explained,” African Security Review, 19(2) (2010): 54-67. 
 
5 http://studies.aljazeera.net/en/reports/2018/04/anatomy-boko-haram-rise-decline-violent-group-nigeria-180422110920231.html 
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clashes. 
 
Cameroon 
Boko Haram attacks killed nearly 2,500 Cameroonians between 2014 and 2017, according to 
Cameroon’s defense ministry. Cameroon’s response has been multi-faceted and relatively successful. 
Cameroon has partnered increasingly closely with Nigeria  
 
Chad 
Chad has seen a recent increase in attacks by the group. In May, six people were killed, including four 
government officials and a soldier, in a Boko Haram attack on a Chadian army checkpoint on an 
island in Lake Chad. 
 
United States of America 
The United States of America had aided the search for the Chibok girls who were kidnapped in April 
2014. Also, the Nigerian government has granted the US the right to conduct surveillance over 
Nigeria.  
 
Human Rights Watch & Amnesty International 
Both organizations have written countless reports on the situation within the country. These reports 
are written annually and touch on subjects such as the attacks on Nigerian civilians, deaths due to the 
group’s extremism, and the country’s lack of proper security.  These reports also contain 
recommendations on how to aid the citizens of Nigeria and how to tackle the Boko Haram insurgency.  
 
United States of America 
The USA has been involved in aiding the search for the Chibok girls who were kidnapped in April 
2014. They have also been granted rights to conduct surveillance over Nigeria from the government.  
 
Timeline of Events6 
Date of Event Description of Event 

December 2003  The first known attack by Boko Haram takes place. 

July 2009   The Boko Haram uprising begins in Bauchi and spreads to the states of 
Borno, Kano and Yobe (Nigeria), killing police officers.  
A joint military task force responds to the attacks, leaving more than 700 
Boko Haram members dead and its operational mosque destroyed. 

August 26th 2011  Boko Haram attacks the United Nations compound in Abuja: a car bomb 
kills 23 people and injures more than 75 others. 

2013  The US State Department adds Boko Haram its list of terrorist organizations. 

                                                   
6 https://edition.cnn.com/2014/06/09/world/boko-haram-fast-facts/index.html 
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April 14th 2014  Boko Haram militants kidnap approximately 276 teenage girls from a 
boarding school in Chibok (Borno, Nigeria), starting the  
#BringBackOurGirls campaign on social media. 

May 21st 2014  The White House announces that the United States has sent 80 troops to 
Chad to help search for the kidnapped schoolgirls. 

May 22nd 2014  The UN Security Council adds Boko Haram to its sanctions list. 

October 16th 2014  The Nigerian government announces it has reached a ceasefire agreement 
with the Islamist terror group that includes the promised release of the 
kidnapped schoolgirls. 

November 1st 2014   In a video, the group's leader denies the Nigerian government's claim of a 
ceasefire. 

March 7th 2015  In an audio message purportedly from Shekau, Boko Haram pledges 
allegiance to ISIS. 

August 3rd 2016  ISIS publication al-Naba says that Sheikh Abu Musab al-Barnawi is the new 
leader of Boko Haram.  

May 6th 2017  82 Chibok schoolgirls are released after negotiations between Boko Haram 
and the Nigerian government. 

May 7th 2018  The Nigerian army says it has rescued more than 1000 Boko Haram captives, 
rescuing the hostages from the Malamkari, Amchaka, Walasa, and Gora 
villages of the Bama Local Government Area (Nigeria). 

 
Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

• Terrorism and Cross-Border Crime (S/RES/2195) 
Presided over by the Foreign Minister of Chad, the Security Council called for international action 
to prevent terrorists from benefiting from transnational organized crime through securing borders 
and prosecuting illicit networks.  

 
• The UN Security Council Counter-Terrorism Committee  
Guided by Security Council resolutions 1373 (2001) and 1624 (2005), the CTC works to bolster 
the ability of United Nations Member States to prevent terrorist acts both within their borders and 
across regions. 

 
Although the aforementioned solution methods helped to resolve this issue, the extent to which they 
did this was not enough to solve this issue for once and all. Thus, further action needs to be taken. 
Nigeria has to solve this issue by;  

• First approaching the officials of Boko Haram with the proposal of dialogue. This might be 
classified as soft handed approach to the issue. Despite the attempts to solve the issue the 
contacts were broken off by Boko Haram.  
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• Another soft handed attempt was the creation of a 26-member amnesty ‘Committee on 
Dialogue and Peaceful Resolution of Security Challenges in the North’ with a three-month 
mandate to try to convince Boko Haram to surrender its arms in exchange for a state pardon 
and social integration.  These efforts were also rejected by the insurgency group as they 
believed that they had done no wrong, therefore needed no pardon.  

 
• When the Nigeria Government couldn’t find any solutions with soft handed approaches they 

preferred heavy handed ones. To this end, Nigeria established Joint Task Force known as 
JTORO. Despite JTORO having capacity of more than 8000 soldiers’ members of the JTF 
have been accused of killing innocent people in the name of counter-terrorism including 
incidents of rape and violence. 

 
• President Jonathan loses his administration to Muhammed Buhari and Buhari also vowed to 

continue the offensive, killing over 1,000 insurgents in his first 100 days in office, yet the 
Islamist insurgents maintain their campaign to eliminate Western culture from Nigeria and 
install a sharia government even though they showed a significant decrease in attacks. 

 
 

Possible Solutions 
Solving the Boko Haram insurgency is more than vital for the sake of humankind. Not only will it 
help liberating Nigeria from the threat of retrogress, but it will also eliminate a threat to international 
security and peace.  
 
The first method that may help resolve this issue is improving education. Many reports suggest that 
the main reason why Nigerians are extremist joining groups such as Boko Haram is due to their 
education levels and financial conditions. If education quality in Nigeria is improved, Nigerians will 
gain a better understanding of the current situation of their country, and thus, insurgents will receive 
less support. 
 
The second point that must be considered is sending military aid to Nigeria. Due to Nigeria’s history 
of war and its present underdevelopment, Nigeria currently does not have the necessary military 
sources and forces to fight this issue. If member states are willing to send their peacekeeping forces to 
the country, Nigeria will have more military resources to protect its citizens.  
 
By addressing the corruption of the Nigerian government, both citizens and the international 
community will have  more faith in Nigeria and will be more motivated to solve this issue. 
 
Increasing border control will also be beneficial to solve this insurgency. Because Nigeria did not. 
Have the necessary border control policies, Boko Haram was able to branch out to neighboring 
countries. Thus, they were also able to gain more destructive ammunition. With effective border 
control and trade barriers, the extent to which Boko Haram is present in other countries will 
minimalized. 
 
 
Further Reading 

• An article about the Security Council Resolution that is mentioned. 
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• EU’s opinion on Boko Haram issue 

 
• Literally “Boko Haram (explained)” 

 
• Factsheet about Boko Haram 

 
• Video that explains the Boko Haram Insurgency  
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